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Visual analysis of suspicious events is a topic of great importance in video
surveillance. Traditional approaches use either object trajectory or local
statistics of low-level observations for video anomaly analysis, which is
known to be unreliable in unconstrained scenes, and has limited applications. Similar to [2], video event anomalies can be classified as local and
global anomalies. A local anomaly is defined as an event that is different
from its spatio-temporal neighboring events; whereas, a global anomaly is
defined as multiple events that globally interact in an unusual manner, even
if any individual local event can be normal. Most research on anomaly detection have focused more on detecting local anomalies such as objects with
strange appearance or speed, but less on global anomaly. Global anomalies
are common phenomenon in many scenarios like traffic surveillance. The
methods in [1, 4] were devised to model the spatio-temporal relationships
of dense features with heavy load in space and time, and did not work that
well for modeling sparse features.
This paper presents a hierarchical framework, shown in Fig. 1, for detecting local and global anomalies via hierarchical feature representation
and Gaussian process regression. As video events can be discriminated from
their geometric relations of spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs) in Fig. 2,
we propose a unified framework to detect both local and global anomalies
using a sparse set of STIPs. We identify local anomalies as those STIP
features with low-likelihood visual patterns. To deal with inter-event interactions, we further collect an ensemble of the nearby STIP features and consider that an observed ensemble is regular if its semantic (appearance) and
structural (position) relations of the nearby STIP features occur frequently.
Global anomalies are identified as interactions that have either dissimilar
semantics or misaligned structures with respect to the probabilistic normal
models.
More specifically, the proposed approach has two main stages to deal
with global anomaly. As recognizing global anomaly requires a set of normal interaction templates, we first pose the extraction of normal interactions
from training videos as the problem of finding the frequent geometric relations of the nearby interest points. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the proposed
extraction method builds a high-level codebook of interaction templates,
each of which has an ensemble of STIPs arranged in a non-rigid deformable
configuration. Moreover, it can efficiently deal with large training data by
utilizing an optimal computation of high-dimensional integral images [5].
We next model the geometric relations of STIP features and propose a novel
inference method using Gaussian process regression (GPR) [3]. Given a
new sparse set of STIPs, each of which has a relative location v∗ and pattern
descriptor y∗ , the likelihood of being normal with respect to a normal GPR
model θ for each STIP can be defined as follows:

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method

Figure 2: Complex interaction modeling: (a) Input videos are represented
by a sparse set of interest points. (b) Incidents with similar spatio-temporal
relationships of interest points are merged altogether to form deformable
interaction templates. (c) Gaussian process regression is used to model each
templates. The likelihood of being part of a specific interaction is indicated
from low (red) to high (blue). Unlikely locations are invisible for better
visualization.

which is not only adaptive based on the available data, it can also learn interactions in a large context while individually locate abnormal events instead
of taking an entire interaction as an atomic unit. Note that since our model
is built upon sparse STIPs rather than densely-sampled patches [1, 4], the
space and time complexity of the event modeling can be greatly reduced
(e.g., 150 STIPs v.s. 35301 dense patches in a 41 × 41 × 21 volume), and
Z
our method achieves even higher performance. Experiments on three public
p(y∗ |v∗ , θ ) = p( f∗ |v∗ , θ )p(y∗ | f∗ )d f∗
(1) datasets are conducted and the comparisons with the main state-of-the-art
methods verify the superiority of our method.
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